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The influence of simultaneous substitution within the rare earth (R) and Co sublattices on the
structural, magnetic, and magnetocaloric properties of the Laves phase RCo2-type compounds is
studied. Main attention is devoted to the studies of the magnetostructural phase transitions and the
transition types with respect to the alloy composition. Multicomponent alloys Tbx(Dy0.5Ho0.5)1xCo2
and Tbx(Dy0.5Ho0.5)1xCo1.75Al0.25 were prepared with the use of high purity metals. Majority of the
Tbx(Dy0.5Ho0.5)1xCo2 alloys exhibit magnetic transitions of the first-order type and a large magnetocaloric effect. The substitution of Al for Co in Tbx(Dy0.5Ho0.5)1xCo2 increases the Curie temperature (TC) but changes the transition type from first-to the second-order. The discussion of the
physical mechanisms behind the observed phenomena is given on the basis of the first principles
electronic-structure calculations taking into account both the atomic disorder and the magnetic disorder effects at finite temperatures. The advantage of Al-containing materials is that sufficiently high
magnetocaloric effect values are preserved at T > TC. Published by AIP Publishing.
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4955047]

I. INTRODUCTION

The rare-earth (R) cubic Laves phase compounds RCo2 are
endowed with appreciable magnetocaloric properties (quantified as the adiabatic temperature change DTad or isothermal
magnetic entropy change DSM) near the magnetic–structural or
magnetic phase transitions.1–6 It is well known7,8 that LuCo2
and YCo2 are strongly enhanced Pauli paramagnets and sufficiently high magnetic fields (above 70 T) induce a metamagnetic transition to a ferromagnetic state. The 4f–3d exchange
coupling stabilizes the Co-sublattice magnetism in RCo2 with
magnetic rare earths. The Curie temperatures (TC) of magnetically ordered alloys cover a wide, two orders of magnitude,
range from 4 K (TmCo2) to 400 K (GdCo2).9 The transition
type (first or second order) at TC in RCo2 depends crucially on
the nature of rare earth. Heavy rare earths, such as Dy, Ho, and
Er, grant the transitions of the first order (FOT), while the
second-order transitions (SOT) are characteristic of the RCo2
compounds with Gd, Tb, and Tm.10 An interesting issue is how
the composition of pseudo-binary RCo2 compounds can tune
the order of the transition on a fine scale.
a)
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The magnetocaloric effect (MCE) at TC is well studied
in pseudo-binary (RR0 )Co2 compounds,11–16 while the multicomponent (RR0 R00 )Co2 alloys17–20 lack a systematic investigation of the thermal properties. The highest values of MCE
are observed in the vicinity of the first-order magnetostructural phase transitions in RCo2.21 Despite the fact that the
FOT RCo2 compounds do not belong to the materials with a
giant magnetocaloric effect, their entropy change at the TCs
is much larger than that for the SOT compounds.21 In addition, the materials demonstrate a giant magnetostriction.17
Importantly, by employing various substitutions both within
the R and Co sublattices, one can obtain samples with functional properties within the desired temperature range.
The present work is concerned with the studies of multicomponent RCo2 alloys containing three types of heavy rare
earths, Tb, Dy, and Ho. It is known9 that TbCo2, DyCo2, and
HoCo2 favor different easy magnetization directions,
namely, [111] for TbCo2 and [100] for DyCo2 and HoCo2.
Mutual substitution of those rare earths leads to the appearance of additional magnetic transitions of the order-order
type (the so-called spin-reorientation transitions (SRT)), at
which also MCE can be observed. Moreover, the temperature variation of the anisotropy constants K1 and K222–24 of
different signs for individual R-sublattices reduces the total
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R-sublattice anisotropy, and larger values of magnetocaloric
effect can be recorded at lower magnetic fields in multicomponent RCo2.19
Here, we investigate the type and nature of different
phase transitions in the Tbx(Dy0.5Ho0.5)1xCo2 system by
means of several experimental techniques. Such study uses
the fact that magnetic properties are to a large extent driven
by atomic size effects, and substitution of freely miscible
components (as individual rare earth) can actually provide a
continuous variable. We studied MCE for these alloys by
using direct and indirect methods and compared the results.
It is of primary importance for the first-order transition
compounds.1,25 Magnetic characteristics of RCo2 are known
to vary strongly with substitution of other metals for
Co.26–30 The evolution of the phase transition type is further
studied upon a partial substitution of Al for Co. First principles calculations are employed to elucidate the substitution
effects on the transition type and the Curie temperature in
Tbx(Dy0.5Ho0.5)1xCo2.
II. MATERIALS SYNTHESIS AND EXPERIMENTAL
DETAILS

The alloys of Tbx(Dy0.5Ho0.5)1xCo2 and Tbx(Dy0.5Ho0.5)1x
Co1.75Al0.25 were synthesized under He atmosphere in an arc
furnace using a nonconsumable W electrode and a copper
water-cooled bottom. Each alloy was remelted three times.
As it follows from binary phase diagrams of Tb, Dy, and Ho
with Co,31 RCo2 are formed by a peritectic reaction of the
type L þ RCo3 ! RCo2. The reaction is incomplete under
arc-melting and cooling conditions and results in the formation of a two-phase alloy. Annealing at 900  C for one month
in sealed evacuated quartz ampoules allowed us to obtain
single-phase materials. In total, about 10 compositions were
obtained and studied.
The elemental composition of the samples was assessed
by Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDX), which also
provided information on the samples microstructure. The
crystal structure was determined by X-ray diffraction (XRD).
The XRD patterns were recorded at a 2h scanning step of
0.02 (at the 2-s exposition) on a Rigaku Ultima IV powder
diffractometer with a CuKa radiation. The qualitative and
quantitative phase analysis was performed using a program
PDXL by Rigaku (Japan) integrated with the international
database ICDD. The temperature variation of the diffraction
pattern for the sample Tb0.3Dy0.35Ho0.35Co2 was studied using
a filtered MoKa radiation on the XRD diffractometer
SuperNova (Agilent) equipped with a low-temperature chamber “COBRA” within the temperature range 110–250 K.32
The data analysis was performed using a FullProf refinement
package.
Thermal expansion of the samples was measured using
a high-resolution capacitance dilatometer in the range of
4.2–250 K. The field and temperature dependencies of magnetization were measured using a standard SQUID magnetometer (Quantum Design, USA) in fields up to 5 T on nearly
spherical samples. The saturation magnetization was deduced
from zero extrapolation of M vs. 1/H. Heat capacity was
measured in the range of 4.2–300 K in zero magnetic field
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and in 1.8 T by means of a relaxation method on the PPMS 14
installation (Quantum Design, USA). The magnetocaloric
effect was measured in fields of up to 1.8 T by a direct method
using a copper–constantan thermocouple junction sandwiched
between the two flat sheets of the samples with the use of the
MagEq MMS 901 setup. The MCE vs. magnetic field dependencies (DTad(H)) were obtained at various temperatures ranging between 100 and 320 K at the magnetic field sweep rate
of 0.05–6 T/s in both automatic and manual modes.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Crystal structure

Rietveld refinement of the powder XRD patterns showed
that the samples are well crystallized and single-phase (see
e.g., Fig. 1). No impurities were found within the accuracy of a
powder diffraction method. The compounds crystallize in the
C15-type cubic Laves phase structure (MgCu2) at room temperature. The lattice parameter a of Tbx(Dy0.5Ho0.5)1xCo2
and Tbx(Dy0.5Ho0.5)1xCo1.75Al0.25 is given in Table I. The
EDX analysis showed that the compositions deviate from the
nominal ones by no more than 3%.
Figure 2 shows the dependence of the unit cell volume
V on the Tb concentration x in Tbx(Dy0.5Ho0.5)1xCo2 and
Tbx(Dy0.5Ho0.5)1xCo1.75Al0.25 alloys at room temperature.
The V(x) dependence for Tbx(Dy0.5Ho0.5)1xCo2 is linear for
all x ranging between zero and 1. Partial substitution of Al for
Co increases the unit cell volume due to a larger metallic radius of aluminum (rAl ¼ 1.43 Å) as compared to that of cobalt
(rCo ¼ 1.25 Å). The temperature variations of the lattice parameter and the unit cell volume V for Tb0.3Dy0.35Ho0.35Co2
in the temperature range of 110–250 K are shown in Fig. 3.
As seen from the figure, Tb0.3Dy0.35Ho0.35Co2 undergoes a
structural phase transition from cubic to the rhombohedral
phase below 150 K. The transition is accompanied by an abrupt increase in the unit cell volume from 370.2 to 372.9 Å3.
B. Magnetization

As an example, Fig. 4 shows the field-cooled (FC) and
zero-field-cooled (ZFC) magnetization curves M(T) for
Tb0.3Dy0.35Ho0.35Co1.75Al0.25 obtained in the field of 5 mT.
Considerable difference between the curves also known as
thermomagnetic irreversibility is due to the complex behavior of domain walls.33 In case of magnetization measurements when heating the sample after zero-field cooling,
domain wall pinning affects the magnetization at low

FIG. 1. The room-temperature x-ray diffraction data and Rietveld refinement results for Tb0.3Dy0.35Ho0.35Co1.75Al0.25. Vertical lines at the bottom
of the plot indicate the calculated (kKa1) positions of Bragg reflections.
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TABLE I. Room temperature structure parameters of the compounds
studied.
Tbx(Dy0.5Ho0.5)1xCo2
Sample

x¼1

x ¼ 0.6

x ¼ 0.5

x ¼ 0.4

x ¼ 0.3

x¼0

a (Å)

7.206

7.200

7.192

7.191

7.190

7.182

Tbx(Dy0.5Ho0.5)1xCo1.75Al0.25
Sample

x ¼ 0.5

x ¼ 0.4

x ¼ 0.3

a (Å)

7.193

7.196

7.194

temperatures. With increasing T, the magnetization increases
from near-zero value to the maximum, keeping high values
up to TC. When cooling the sample in an applied magnetic
field, the domain walls adopt the position at higher T, where
pinning is overcome by thermal excitations and/or lower
magnetic anisotropy. This results into a more monotonous
M(T) dependence. The observed decrease of M for decreasing T in the FC state is then related to the transition within
the ordered state. The irreversible magnetization behavior
observed in the studied multicomponent alloys is common
for the RCo2 compounds.34 In addition, the alloy considered
demonstrates features connected with the SRT (its nature
will be discussed below). We find that the conditions upon
which the magnetization measurements are performed influence the shape of the M(T) curve: the ZFC curve demonstrates a distinct peak in the SRT range connected to the
process of reorientation of spin moments while the FC curve
shows no such feature.
Figure 5 demonstrates the temperature dependencies of
magnetization of Tbx(Dy0.5Ho0.5)1xCo2 and Tbx(Dy0.5
Ho0.5)1xCo1.75Al0.25 near TC measured in the field of 30 mT
(in ZFC mode). At higher magnetic fields, the order-disorder
transitions are not as sharp as those in Fig. 4. The Al substitution leads to an increase of Curie temperature of the
Tbx(Dy0.5Ho0.5)1xCo1.75Al0.25 alloys. This increase is
addressed below using first-principles calculations.
The abruptness of the M(T) variation around TC (see
Fig. 4) indicates the first-order transition type. We tried to
support this conclusion by a rigorous method. The field

FIG. 2. Tb-concentration dependencies of the unit cell volume of
Tbx(Dy0.5Ho0.5)1xCo2 and Tbx(Dy0.5Ho0.5)1xCo1.75Al0.25.

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the lattice parameters (aC-cubic Laves
phase structure, aR and cR – rhombohedral structure) and the unit cell volume of Tb0.3Dy0.35Ho0.35Co2.

dependencies of magnetization in the vicinity of the Curie
temperature were recorded with the aim to determine the
transition type in the Tbx(Dy0.5Ho0.5)1xCo2 and Tbx(Dy0.5
Ho0.5)1xCo1.75Al0.25 systems using the Landau theory analysis. The field dependencies of magnetization of
Tb0.3Dy0.35Ho0.35Co2 are shown in Fig. 6. Irreversibility of
magnetization for M(T) near TC was previously discussed in
Ref. 35 for compounds with the first-order transition type. A
weak magnetic hysteresis (of no more than 10% of the magnetization value) was observed in fields below 0.15 T, which
disappeared at higher applied fields. Such a small hysteresis
near TC can be explained by small and/or compensated anisotropy constants K1 and K2.
According to the Landau theory for the disorder-order
transitions applied to magnetic systems, free energy F can be
expanded in powers of magnetization M, and the coefficients
are smooth functions of temperature
1
1
1
F ¼ aðT ÞM2 þ bðT ÞM4 þ cðT ÞM6 þ     l0 MH: (1)
2
4
6
The magnetization behavior near TC can be found from the
equilibrium condition ð@F=@MÞ ¼ 0, and the equation of
state when neglecting the higher order terms is derived as

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of magnetization of Tb0.3Dy0.35Ho0.35
Co1.75Al0.25 measured in a field of 5 mT under ZFC and FC conditions.
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FIG. 5. Temperature dependencies of magnetization of Tbx(Dy0.5Ho0.5)1x
Co2 and Tbx(Dy0.5Ho0.5)1xCo1.75Al0.25 measured in the field of 30 mT
under FC conditions (1 - Tb0.5Dy0.25Ho0.25Co2; 2 - Tb0.4Dy0.3Ho0.3Co2; 3 Tb0.3Dy0.35Ho0.35Co2; 4 - Tb0.5Dy0.25Ho0.25Co1.75Al0.25; 5 - Tb0.4Dy0.3Ho0.3
Co1.75Al0.25; 6 - Tb0.3Dy0.35Ho0.35Co1.75Al0.25). Inset: Magnetization curves
of Tb0.3Dy0.35Ho0.35Co2 and Tb0.3Dy0.35Ho0.35Co1.75Al0.25 alloys at 4.2 K.

l0 H=M ¼ aðTÞ þ bðTÞM2 þ cðTÞM4 :

(2)

Eq. (2) applied to the experimental magnetization data
allows us to obtain the temperature dependencies of thermodynamic coefficients a(T), b(T), and c(T) and thus to determine the transition type. The a and c coefficients of
Tb0.3Dy0.35Ho0.35Co2 are positive at 140–165 K (see Fig. 7),
and the a(T) dependence demonstrates a clearly pronounced
minimum at TC. Thermodynamics suggests that if b(TC) is
negative, the compound undergoes a first order transition.
Negative b(TC) is found for Tb0.3Dy0.35Ho0.35Co2 (Fig. 7(a)).
For positive b(TC) of Tb0.3Dy0.35Ho0.35Co1.75Al0.25, the transition is of the second order (Fig. 7(b)).36
The Tb-concentration dependencies of TC and Landau
coefficients b(T) for Tbx(Dy0.5Ho0.5)1xCo2 system are summarized in Fig. 8. The boundary between the first- and
second-order transitions in these multicomponent alloys is
shown by the dotted line. Tbx(Dy0.5Ho0.5)1xCo2 with Tb
concentration smaller than 0.6 demonstrates the first-order
phase transitions. The alloy with x ¼ 0.6 lies at the borderline, and hence it may possess features characteristic of both

FIG. 6. Magnetization isotherms of Tb0.3Dy0.35Ho0.35Co2 at various temperatures measured with the step of 2 K.

FIG. 7. Temperature variation of Landau coefficients a(T), b(T), and c(T) for
Tb0.3Dy0.35Ho0.35Co2 (a) and Tb0.3Dy0.35Ho0.35Co1.75Al0.25 (b).

the FOT and SOT compounds. All Al-containing alloys of
the Tbx(Dy0.5Ho0.5)1xCo1.75Al0.25 system undergo the transitions of the second order type. Note that we employed only
three thermodynamic coefficients, while a larger number can
be used to achieve a higher accuracy.37 These applied to our
case confirmed our conclusions on the types of phase
transitions.
The inset in Fig. 5 shows the initial part of the field
dependencies of magnetization for selected samples at 4.2 K.
The samples zero-field cooled from the demagnetized state

FIG. 8. The Curie temperatures and Landau coefficients b(T) vs. Tb concentration in Tbx(Dy0.5Ho0.5)1xCo2 system.
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demonstrate a hysteretic behavior when the magnetic field is
applied.38 It is seen that the partial substitution of Al for Co
increases the spontaneous magnetization from 7.9 lB/f.u. to
8.3 lB/f.u. Considering the free-ion magnetic moment values
as 9 lB for Tb3þ and 10 lB for Dy3þ and Ho3þ, lower experimental values of spontaneous magnetization are due to antiparallel coupling of the rare earth and Co moments. We
can estimate the induced Co magnetic moment MCo in
Tbx(Dy0.5Ho0.5)1xCo2 as 1 lB. This value agrees well with
MCo found in binary compounds.9 The induced MCo in the Aldoped compounds decreases to 0.8 lB.
C. Spontaneous magnetostriction

Thermal expansion behavior of the Tb0.3Dy0.35Ho0.35 Co2
alloy was recorded and compared with that of the paramagnetic YCo2 (Fig. 9). By using the Dl/l(T) data of YCo2, which
to a first approximation describes the Debye type of lattice
expansion, one can estimate the value of spontaneous volume
magnetostriction xs in RCo2 compounds with magnetic rare
earths. We can assume9 that xs ¼ DV/V ¼ 3(Dl/l) for cubic
compounds. The spontaneous magnetostriction in the Al-free
sample at low temperatures is 4.5  103, while in
Tb0.3Dy0.35Ho0.35Co1.75Al0.25, it is 3.6  103. The xs
decrease can be related to a smaller induced Co magnetic
moment. From the temperature dependence of xs described
by the square of spontaneous magnetization xs ¼ kCMs2 (k
here is the isothermal compressibility and C is a magnetoelastic coupling constant), one can obtain kC ¼ 6  103lB2/Co
for Tb0.3Dy0.35Ho0.35Co2 and 4.8  103 lB2/Co for
Tb0.3Dy0.35Ho0.35Co1.75Al0.25.
The temperature dependence of thermal expansion Dl/
l(T) reflects all features associated with the magnetostructural and/or magnetic transitions.39 The temperatures of
Dl
,
these transitions can be obtained by analyzing aðTÞ ¼ 1l DT
where a is the linear thermal expansion coefficient, and Dl
and DT are the differences in length and temperature
between the consecutive data points. The inset in Figure 9
shows the temperature variation of a(T) for selected

FIG. 9. Thermal expansion of Tb0.3Dy0.35Ho0.35Co2 and Tb0.3Dy0.35Ho0.35
Co1.75Al0.25. The data for YCo2 compound is shown for reference. Inset:
Temperature variation of the linear thermal expansion coefficient for
Tbx(Dy0.5Ho0.5)1xCo2 (x ¼ 0.3, 0.4, 0.5).
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Tbx(Dy0.5Ho0.5)1xCo2 alloys. All compositions exhibit two
phase transitions. The first transition occurs at the Curie point,
while the second transition is SRT. We also find that upon the
increase of Tb concentration from x ¼ 0.3 to x ¼ 0.5, TC
rises from 148 to 172 K in Tbx(Dy0.5Ho0.5)1xCo2 while the
SRT temperature decreases from 79 to 42 K. This is due
to the increasing unit cell volume (volume effect) in
Tbx(Dy0.5Ho0.5)1xCo2 as Tb3þ ions have a larger radius as
compared to that of dysprosium and holmium following the
lanthanide contraction.
The transition from paramagnetic to the ferrimagnetic
state in Tbx(Dy0.5Ho0.5)1xCo2 (x < 0.6) alloys is characterized by step-wise changes in Dl/l(T), reflecting the first order
transition type. The cubic structure of the alloys may change
together with the magnetic moments orientation and become
tetragonal (Mjjh100i), orthorhombic (Mjjh110i), or rhombohedral (Mjjh111i)40,41 when the temperature decreases. The
presence of the structural transition from cubic to the rhombohedral phase at the Curie temperature is confirmed by
measuring the temperature variations of lattice parameters
for Tb0.3Dy0.35Ho0.35Co2 (see e.g., Fig. 3). The structural
changes can be considered as distortions of the unit cell and
are of the order of 103–105.
D. Magnetocaloric effect

The most common approach for measuring MCE indirectly is by making use of the magnetization isotherms measured in the vicinity of the transition.42 The magnetic entropy
change DSM of the sample is then calculated using the following Maxwell relation:
ðH 
@M
dH:
(3)
DSM ¼
@T H
0
To find an adiabatic temperature change DTad, the temperature dependence of the samples heat capacity Cp has to be
taken into account. The Cp(T) variations for selected
Tbx(Dy0.5Ho0.5)1xCo2 and Tbx(Dy0.5Ho0.5)1xCo1.75Al0.25
alloys are shown in Fig. 10. A clearly pronounced maximum

FIG. 10. Heat capacity data of selected Tbx(Dy0.5Ho0.5)1xCo2 and
Tbx(Dy0.5Ho0.5)1xCo1.75Al0.25 alloys. Inset: Heat capacity data of
Tb0.6Dy0.2Ho0.2Co2 at 0, 0.5 T, and 1.8 T.
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at TC confirms the first order transition in Tbx(Dy0.5Ho0.5)1x
Co2. For Tbx(Dy0.5Ho0.5)1xCo1.75Al0.25, a decrease and
broadening of the peak indicates the presence of the secondorder transition.
It is known that DSM can be found using the equation

ðT 
Cp ðH; T Þ  Cp ð0; T Þ
dT;
(4)
DSM ¼
T
0
where Cp(H,T) and Cp(0,T) are obtained at non-zero and zero
magnetic field, respectively. It is another indirect method for
the MCE determination.42 The adiabatic temperature change
can be expressed as DTad ¼ (T/Cp,H)DSM. As an example,
we measured the temperature dependence of heat capacity
Cp of Tb0.6Dy0.2Ho0.2Co2 in zero, 0.5 T and 1.8 T magnetic
fields (inset in Fig. 10) and calculated DSM (Fig. 11(a)) and
DTad (Fig. 11(b)). Both curves feature two distinct peaks, one
of which is observed at 185 K (order-disorder transition),
while the other one is located at 29 K (order-order transition).
In the vicinity of the first transition, DSM is 4.24 J/(kg K) and
1.83 J/(kg K) while DTad amounts to 2.3 K and 0.95 K in 1.8
and 0.5 T, respectively. At the second, low-temperature transition, DSM ¼ 1.2 J/(kg K) and DTad ¼ 0.7 K in 1.8 T and
DSM ¼ 0.38 J/(kg K) and DTad ¼ 0.22 K in 0.5 T. It should be
noted that the maximum of MCE around SRT is mainly due
to the magnetization vector rotation. Various types of

FIG. 11. Temperature dependencies of DSM (a) and DTad (b) for Tb0.6Dy0.2
Ho0.2Co2 calculated from the heat capacity data in 0.5 T and 1.8 T.

J. Appl. Phys. 120, 013901 (2016)

intermetallic compounds have previously demonstrated such
a behavior at the SRTs.43–45
MCE was also measured directly under adiabatic conditions by recording the starting and final temperatures (DTad) of
the samples placed into a magnetic field. Figure 12 shows the
MCE vs. temperature dependencies for Tb0.3Dy0.35Ho0.35Co2
and Tb0.3Dy0.35Ho0.35Co1.75Al0.25 measured by a direct
method in the vicinity of the respective Curie temperatures.
The maximum MCE for Tb0.3Dy0.35Ho0.35Co2 represents an
adiabatic temperature change of 2.7 K when the field
changes from 0 to 1.8 T (Fig. 12(a)). The field dependencies
of MCE are shown in the inset of Fig. 12(a). (Note that
Tb0.3Dy0.35Ho0.35Co2 demonstrates a small hysteresis.) Al
substitution for Co in Tbx(Dy0.5Ho0.5)1xCo2 decreases the
MCE (Fig. 12(b)) since the transition type changes from the
first to the second order. The character of the curves changes
considerably in the Al-alloyed samples. The MCE in the parent alloy Tb0.3Dy0.35Ho0.35Co2 decreases strongly as the
temperature departs from TC, while Tb0.3Dy0.35Ho0.35Co1.75
Al0.25 demonstrates a weaker change of MCE above TC.
As the temperature increases, the MCE decreases at a rate
DTad/DT  0.5 and 0.3 in Tbx(Dy0.5Ho0.5)1xCo2 and
Tbx(Ho0.5Dy0.5)1xCo1.75Al0.25, respectively. Furthermore,

FIG. 12. Temperature variation of MCE in Tb0.3Dy0.35Ho0.35Co2 (a) and
Tb0.3Dy0.35Ho0.35Co1.75Al0.25 (b). Inset: Field dependencies of MCE in
Tb0.3Dy0.35Ho0.35Co2 (a) and Tb0.3Dy0.35Ho0.35Co1.75Al0.25 (b) at the Curie
temperature.
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in the latter system, the MCE does not show a field hysteresis (see inset in Fig. 12(b)).
We further compared the MCE values obtained by direct
and indirect methods for Tb0.3Dy0.35Ho0.35Co2 undergoing a
magnetostructural transition at TC. To estimate reliability of
the MCE values obtained indirectly, the absolute errors
occurring during numerical integration were calculated.42
Figure 13 compares the adiabatic temperature change DTad
measured directly for Tb0.3Dy0.35Ho0.35Co2 with that calculated using the heat capacity data. Furthermore, we compared the results of direct MCE measurements with those of
a combined use of magnetization (Maxwell relation) and Cp
data. All calculated values of DTad are in good agreement
with the adiabatic temperature change measured directly for
Tb0.3Dy0.35Ho0.35Co2.
E. Magnetic phase transitions

Several independent experimental methods were used in
this work to study the magnetostructural and magnetic phase
transitions in Tbx(Dy0.5Ho0.5)1xCo2 and Tbx(Dy0.5Ho0.5)1x
Co1.75Al0.25 alloys. The exact determination of the magnetic
phase transition temperatures (both without the magnetic
field and in the presence of a magnetic field) and theoretical
analysis of the data is an important part of the study of these
multicomponent alloys. Table II compares the SRT temperatures obtained by the two magnetic-field-free methods: from
a(T) and Cp(T) data (the transition temperature in the latter
case can be found from the inflection point or at a heat
capacity maximum46). The best agreement between the values obtained by the two methods is found for the transition
temperature determined as an inflection point in Cp(T) (see
Table II).
Table III shows the Curie temperatures of the
Tbx(Dy0.5Ho0.5)1xCo2 and Tbx(Dy0.5Ho0.5)1xCo1.75Al0.25
alloys obtained by different techniques. Magnetic field used
during the measurement shifts the order-disorder transition
towards the higher temperatures both in Tbx(Dy0.5Ho0.5)1xCo2
and in Tbx(Dy0.5Ho0.5)1xCo1.75Al0.25. The TC values found for
Tbx(Dy0.5Ho0.5)1xCo1.75Al0.25 in the presence of a magnetic

FIG. 13. Comparison of the adiabatic temperature change and corresponding
absolute errors calculated from the heat capacity data for
Tb0.3Dy0.35Ho0.35Co2.
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TABLE II. Spin-reorientation transition temperatures (in Kelvin) and estimated standard deviations (the last significant digit given in the parentheses)
of the RCo2-type compounds as determined from different experimental
methods.
Method of TSRT determination
Sample
Tb0.6Dy0.2Ho0.2Co2
Tb0.5Dy0.25Ho0.25Co2
Tb0.4Dy0.3Ho0.3Co2
Tb0.3Dy0.35Ho0.35Co2
Tb0.5Dy0.25Ho0.25Co1.75Al0.25
Tb0.4Dy0.3Ho0.3Co1.75Al0.25
Tb0.3Dy0.35Ho0.35Co1.75Al0.25

a(T) (extremum)

Cp(T) (inflection)

30 (2)
42 (2)
58 (2)
79 (2)
46 (2)
53 (2)
…

29 (3)
…
54 (3)
80 (3)
41 (3)
48 (3)
68 (3)

field differ by as much as 5–10 K from those measured without
a magnetic field. The shift of TC is significantly larger than for
Tbx(Dy0.5Ho0.5)1xCo2. This effect can be possibly related to
high sensitivity of an induced Co magnetic moment to external
magnetic field in the Al-containing system.
F. Electronic structure and magnetic order-disorder
transition type

Inoue and Shimizu showed47 that the variation of the
Curie temperature in RCo2 and related alloys with the substitutions both in the R and Co sublattices can be well understood in the framework of the s-d (s-f) model. The keystone
of Inoue-Shimizu theory is the interaction between local R
4f-moments and itinerant Co subsystem through the s-d
exchange interaction parameter,47 pair interactions between
local R moments via indirect exchange, and a strongly
enhanced magnetic susceptibility of the metallic Co d-band.
Phenomenology related to the magnetic ordering temperature variations and the phase transition type by means of
using a mixture of heavy rare earths and/or by substituting
Al for Co can be exploited48 by making the following
assumptions (i) the R-R and R-Co exchange depends on the
variation of de Gennes factor of R; (ii) susceptibility of the
Co sublattice is similar to that of the corresponding parent
YCo2 and Y(Co,Al)2 systems. If these are true, the InoueShimizu theory predicts the existence of a temperature,
above which the type of a magnetic phase transition changes
from the first to the second order. However, it has been
argued48 on the basis of first-principles calculations that the
assumption (ii) is invalid in case of light rare earth since the
lattice expansion alters the electronic structure of the Co system by making it intrinsically magnetic and thus forbids the
appearance of the first-order phase transition.
The systems considered in this work have a span of lattice constants suitable for application of the Inoue-Shimizu
theory. The Curie temperature is increasing with the Tb concentration increase (Fig. 2), while the lattice constants
change only slightly (Table I). Al substitution for Co
increases TC and changes the transition type from the first to
the second order. It is known that Al substitution essentially
enhances magnetism in the itinerant meta-magnetic YCo2
driving it toward the magnetic instability point. The phenomenon is related to the electronic structure effects of atomic
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TABLE III. Curie temperatures of the RCo2-type compounds (in Kelvin) and estimated standard deviations (the last significant digit given in the parentheses)
as determined from various experimental data and the order of the phase transition.
Method of TC determination

Sample
Tb0.6Dy0.2Ho0.2Co2
Tb0.5Dy0.25Ho0.25Co2
Tb0.4Dy0.3Ho0.3Co2
Tb0.3Dy0.35Ho0.35Co2
Tb0.5Dy0.25Ho0.25Co1.75Al0.25
Tb0.4Dy0.3Ho0.3Co1.75Al0.25
Tb0.3Dy0.35Ho0.35Co1.75Al0.25

M(T) (inflection)
l0H ¼ 0.03 T

a(T) (extremum)
l 0H ¼ 0 T

Cp(T) (maximum)
l0H ¼ 0 T

MCE (maximum)
l0DH ¼ 1.8 T

Transition order

186 (1)
172 (1)
162 (1)
148 (1)
193 (1)
190 (1)
163 (1)

185 (2)
169 (2)
158 (2)
146 (2)
183 (2)
181 (2)
150 (2)

184 (2)
…
158 (2)
146 (2)
182 (2)
182 (2)
155 (2)

187 (1)
173 (1)
162 (1)
149 (1)
195 (1)
…
160 (1)

I/II
I
I
I
II
II
II

disorder in the Co-Al sublattice, leading to the enhanced values of the Density of States (DOS) at the Fermi level for
higher Al concentrations. This was demonstrated by direct
first-principles calculations taking the chemical disorder
effects into account.49,50 Note that similar, albeit a less pronounced effect can be found when using other substitution
elements such as Si.51 In RCo2, this effect would result in the
enhancement of the Co magnetic susceptibility and in the
consequent increase of the magnetic ordering temperature in
R(Co,Al)2 according to the Inoue-Shimizu theory.
Here, we perform the first-principle calculations in an
attempt to explore the effects of Al substitution for Co on the
electronic structure of RCo2.We employ the Local SpinDensity Approximation (LSDA) method52 in combination
with the Korringa-Kohn-Rostocker (KKR) method of band
structure calculations53 to calculate the electronic structure
of the Tbx(Ho0.5Dy0.5)1xCo2yAly alloys studied experimentally in this work. The effects of chemical and magnetic
disorder are taken into account by using a Coherent Potential
Approximation (CPA) in a similar fashion as for
Y(Co1xAlx)2 in Ref. 49. The 4f-moments of R atoms were
treated in the open-core approximation by setting the 4f-shell
spin-moment of Tb, Ho, and Dy to their free-ion values. This
open-core treatment of the 4f-shells was proven to be very
successful in the description of electronic structure and magnetism of various R-based systems.54–56 The calculations
were performed by taking into account a paramagnetic disorder of the R moments using a conventional Disordered Local
Moment formalism.57 (The latter successfully enabled
description of the finite-temperature paramagnetic behavior
of conduction band in pure Gd58 and GdAl259.) Thus, we
essentially computed 9-component alloys with Tb, Ho, and
Dy atoms having a spin-up and spin-down orientation of
magnetic moments (6 components) on one sublattice of the
Laves structure, and Co with two magnetic orientations and
non-magnetic Al (3 components on the other sublattice). The
lattice parameters for the alloys compositions are taken from
the experiment. Note that the Co moment is vanishing in the
Disordered Local Moment state in all the alloys.
Figure 14 compares the calculated total and Co-projected
DOS of Tb0.5(Ho0.5Dy0.5)0.5Co2 and Tb0.5(Ho0.5Dy0.5)0.5
Co1.75Al0.25. One can see that Al substitution leads to the
essential increase in DOS at the Fermi level as compared to
the parent alloy. This increase is related to pure electronic

effects of DOS smearing due to the atomic disorder effects.
This picture is quite similar to that derived for the nonmagnetic YCo2.49 Al strongly enhances susceptibility of the
Co sublattice and leads to the pronounced increase in the critical temperature of magnetic transition. The same situation is
found in the alloys containing less Tb. The calculated values
of the Density of States projected on the Co subsystem,
NCo(EF), for several alloys with different amount of Tb
are given in Table IV. One can see that the variation of Tb
concentration both in parent and in the Al-substituted alloys
does not practically influence NCo(EF), and hence, the Co
susceptibility.

FIG. 14. The calculated Density of States (DOS) of Tb0.5Ho0.25Dy0.25
Co2yAly alloys (y ¼ 0, 0.25) in the high temperature paramagnetic state
with the disordered local 4f-moments. Upper panel: Total DOS per formula
unit (f.u.). Lower panel: Co-projected DOS per atom.
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TABLE IV. Calculated values of the Co-projected Density of States at the
Fermi level N(EF) (states Ry1/Co atom) in the paramagnetic state (with the
disordered 4f-local moments) for Tbx(Ho0.5Dy0.5)1xCo2yAly compounds.
y(Al)

N(EF), x(Tb) ¼ 0.3

N(EF), x(Tb) ¼ 0.4

N(EF), x(Tb) ¼ 0.5

0
0.25

16.90
26.00

16.88
25.90

16.86
24.84

These considerations bring us to the following important
conclusions. (i) As far as the first assumption of the InoueShimizu theory is valid, the substitution of Al for Co leads to
the increase of the second order transition temperature
approximately by the same magnitude in all the alloys compositions with the varied Tb content (indeed, observed experimentally). Small variations can be due to the indirect R-R
magnetic exchange affected by chemical disorder in the conduction band. (ii) The second assumption of the InoueShimizu theory on the electronic properties of the Co band
not too strongly affected by the varied R content is deemed
satisfactory in the case of heavy rare earths. Violation of the
latter can be crucial only for light rare earth and, hence,
larger lattice constants.
IV. SUMMARY

In this work, we conducted experimental and theoretical
studies of magnetic properties of Tbx(Dy0.5Ho0.5)1xCo2
(0  x  1) and also investigated the influence of partial substitution of Al for Co in this system. Thermal expansion,
magnetostriction, specific-heat, MCE, and magnetization
measurements were employed to study the alloys. It was
found that the majority of Tbx(Dy0.5Ho0.5)1xCo2 compounds exhibit the transitions of the first-order type at the
Curie temperature. First-principles calculations were performed to elucidate the effects of Al substitution for Co on
the transition type and TC in Tbx(Ho0.5Dy0.5)1xCo2yAly
(with y ¼ 0 and 0.25). The substitution of Al for Co was
found to increase DOS at the Fermi level as compared to parent materials, to increase the TC and change the transition
type from the first to the second order.
Such behavior of TC and the change of the transition
type is also found upon the Tb concentration increase; the
boundary between the first- and second-order transitions lies
at the Tb concentration x ¼ 0.6 in Tbx(Dy0.5Ho0.5)1xCo2.
Tbx(Dy0.5Ho0.5)1xCo2 with x < 0.6 show an “ideal firstorder type of behavior” with a large magnetocaloric effect in
the vicinity of the Curie temperature. Here, together with the
magnetic order-disorder transition, the compounds undergo a
structural change from cubic to the rhombohedral phase.
These structural changes can be considered as a distortion of
the unit cell.
Magnetocaloric effect in this work was studied at both
the order-disorder and order-order transitions by direct and
indirect (from heat capacity and combined magnetization/
heat capacity data) methods. We found that indirect methods
provide values close (within the limits of experimental error)
to those measured directly for the first-order MCE materials.
The MCE value depends on the Tb concentration in
Tbx(Dy0.5Ho0.5)1xCo2: the decrease of x leads to the

increase of MCE. Partial substitution of Al for Co also
decreases the MCE in Tbx(Ho0.5Dy0.5)1xCo2yAly. It is
directly related to the transition type change from the first to
the second order for both systems. The advantage of the Alcontaining materials is that the high MCE values are preserved at temperatures higher than the TC. In this system,
MCE does not have a field or temperature hysteresis that can
be of use in the magnetic refrigeration cycles.
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